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Oleg Kruglyakov & Terry Boyarsky

. . . is an international project, born out of love of traditional music
and classical elegance. Oleg, balalaika virtuoso, and Terry, masterful
pianist, team up for exuberant performances of soulful, passionate
music. Our collaboration highlights the mysterious sounds of the balalaika underscored by the vast expressive range of the piano. And,
yes, we sing! Our extensive repertoire draws from Russian folk music, romances, dances, classical music, bluegrass, ragtime, tango,
film score and Soviet songs. As the only professional balalaika-piano
duo touring in North America, we are known for our excellent audience rapport as well as uplifting, joyful, energizing performances.

What others are saying . . .
“A thoughtful repertoire, sparkling technique combined with the musicians’ sincerity and temperament … created
an atmosphere of an all-consuming unity between performers and listeners. … Thanks to the musicians for their high
professionalism, for gifting us these impressions and emotionally uplifting experiences. … Without a doubt this duo is
the true carrier of Russian musical culture. - Vera Varankina, Gorenka Ensemble, Kirov, Russia
"explosive talent ... see these dazzling musicians in action." - Hartford Advocate
“world-class performance... our audience was mesmerized!” - Cuyahoga River Concerts
“Oleg … could call forth colors and sounds that seemed impossible on a three-stringed instrument. Terry, … his
perfect partner and a fine musician. As a concert choice, the Russian Duo entertains and enthralls. — Vic Benedict,
The Fearrington Concert Series
“The skills of both Oleg on the balalaika and Terry on the piano were indeed prodigious and exciting. They produced music of great dynamic range that touched the souls of our audience and gave them great joy. Everyone
loved this concert. - Claire Levine, Vivace Series
“Their spirited music is still reverberating - a splendid mix of musical mastery and humor … the 90-year-old sponsor of the series could hardly contain her delight after the program. —Susan Opasik, Elisabeth Lahti Concert Series

Highlights of the (pandemic) season . . .
“Random Acts of Arts Live” concerts for Heights Arts Council, Cleveland, Ohio.
“Pandemic Pop-up Performance” - summer 2020.
Live-streamed concert for the Maltz Performing Arts Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Live-streamed concert for Music from the Western Reserve, Hudson, Ohio
12-day Ohio Arts Council residency in Andrews Osborne Academy, Willoughby, Ohio.
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